
BRINGING THE COMMUNITY TOGETHER

These activities have been created to support creative
learning. At a time when children may be working from
home OR school these activities have been designed to
create art installations that are aimed at connecting
classes, reaching out to ALL pupils. 
Hopefully this can help to address the issue of the class
working independently but collaboratively at the same
time, to help the children feel they are still part of the
class and the school community. Creating collaborative
art brings out the individual responses of each participant
and when brought together as whole image in a shared
display then everyone gains from a real sense of
belonging. Pupils of all ages and abilities can participate
in these ideas as well as the wider school community. Staff
and families could be invited to take participate. 

 

C

DESIGN AND CREATE
Many of us are spending much more time in our homes with the people
we live with. In this activity we are going to create a room using a box,
any box will do.  It can be real or somewhere imagined. You might
choose to do a replica of your bedroom, living room, kitchen, a den in
the shed. Maybe you want to get super creative, follow your imagination
and design a room of your dreams. You could create a room for a pet or
a wild animal to live in. 

RESEARCH
Before you start your activity you may want to look at how houses are
laid out and the different rooms that are in them, work out which is you
favourite room and why? Look at the style of houses in your street,
towns and villages. Look how houses are joined onto others. are they in
rows, (terraced)  two houses together? (semi-detached) Some of us live
in stacked rooms, on top of each other (flats.) Look at the shapes -
windows, roofs, doors. All of these features have been designed by
Architects. You might want to look at where animals live too. They live in
shelters too, farmers often move the animals into barns or stables.
PLAN 
Start by planning. Draw out some ideas or list things that you want in the
room.

Topic : COLLABORATIVE ART - Our World 
Artist Practitioner–Bub Bacon 
Activity : Modelling
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Individual art work is created, customizing their own image, choosing colours, patterns,
images that are in their own unique style and is meaningful to them.
It is then brought together to assemble to create a striking collaborative art installation to
display on a wall in school.



Artist Inspiration 
Look at these bird houses by an artist Jada Fitch, who lives in USA. She is a wildlife
illustrator but recently she has been making a new range called “Home Sweet
Home.” She makes decorated birdhouses with little picture frames of her bird
illustrations hung on the walls. Jada started out with her idea by using carboard
boxes, she decorated them and stuck them to her window. After some further
development she sells them.
Links
See them in her shop:
https://www.etsy.com/shop/jadafitch 
See her webpage:
 https://jadafitch.tumblr.com/ 

You will need the following
A box
Scissors
Glue and/or Sellotape
Pens and paper
Magazines, 
Wall paper samples, wrapping paper, 
Scraps of fabric 
Other embellishments 

 
Open one side of the cardboard box. You may decide to cut one
side of the box off completely or leave the flaps on to create a
garden. See which way up the box stands and decide where your
doors and windows are going to be. 
Are you going to put a roof on?
What shape will it be? 
If the box has some picture or words printed on it, you can cover it
with a sheet of paper using glue or tape. 
Old magazines great for finding pictures of things to cut out and collage to put in your
room, curtains, cushions, rugs, bowls of fruit, etc. Or you can draw your own, cut them out
and stick them in.
Maybe you will want to make some people. 
You can just keep on adding and to your room until you are happy with it.

 
 LINKS

You may want to link another subject area
to this, it links well with history or
geography.  
E.g. Victorian or Tudor housing.

 
 

http://www.etsy.com/shop/jadafitch
https://jadafitch.tumblr.com/


Vocabulary: symmetry, scale, position, size, surreal, representation, 3 dimensional,
proporations, texture, fantasy, plan, research.

Differentiation: The children will meet this at their own level.

Evaluation: At a couple of points through the lesson have a plenary, a mini discussion, where
pupils say again what they like, notice and wonder about each others work. They will get
ideas and inspiration from each other. that will extend their skills. Use the 'Creative Stars'
self evaluation tool to decide which creative habit has been used today.

Career Link:  

This type of work could
develop personal
creative style as an
artist. Could link to
architecture, interiors,
product design. There’s
also a strong link to
illustration especially
with the mixed media
element. Illustrators
often need to be
imaginative when
illustrating stories and
have the ability to bring
characters to life.
Sometimes these
characters are realistic
and other times they
are fantasy. A good
imagination is essential
for this type of work.

How have you been creative? 


